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In the first part, of this paper it is pointed out that for certain applications of the
stochastic calculus of variations it is useful to replace the classical domain of defini-
tionthe Wiener spacewith a general probability space in which the Wiener space is
embedded. This yields a certain ‘‘conditional Malliavin calculus’’ and is applicable to
‘‘signal’’ and ‘‘noise’’ problems. In a somewhat analogous way, it is pointed out in the
second part of the paper that formulating the Ito^ calculus in a setup of an abstract
Wiener space embedded in a general probability space endowed with a filtration has cer-
tain useful applications. In particular it enables the formulation and derivation of a
dimension-free form of the Girsanov theorem as well as a dimension free form of the
representation of Lp-Wiener functionals as Ito^ integrals.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The Malliavin calculus is traditionally formulated on a Gaussian space, often
but not always, on an abstract Wiener space. In contrast to this formulation, the
Ito^ calculus is traditionally formulated in the setup of a general probability
space endowed with a filtration and finite or infinite dimensional Wiener process
associated to this filtration. In this paper we present two extended setups: one
for the Malliavin calculus, and the other for the Ito^ calculus.
In the first part, Section 2, the setup of the Malliavin calculus is extended by
embedding the Wiener space in a general probability space and considering the
Malliavin calculus as a directional calculus of variations (in the Cameron
Martin direction of the Wiener component) on the general space. Previous
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extensions of the Malliavin calculus were presented by Bismut and Michel,
Kusuoka and Stroock, Ikeda Shigekawa and Taniguchi, and Nualart and Zakai
(cf. [8] and the references therein). These papers are based on directional
derivatives in the direction of a linear projection (deterministic or random) on
the underlying Wiener space. The setup of Section 2 is not unrelated to that of
the partial Malliavin calculus and in a certain sense is a generalization of it. This
will be discussed at the end of Section 2. The setup of Section 2 is similar to the
notion of ‘‘non-irreducible Gaussian probability space’’ as defined by Malliavin
in [6, I.1.3]. The extension presented in Section 2 is not difficult and the
justification for doing it lies in its applicability. The setup of Section 2 is applied
in Section 3 to the derivation of RadonNikodym derivatives which are needed
for certain decision and filtering problems.
In Section 4 we consider an abstract Wiener process embedded in a general
probability space endowed with a filtration. Following the approach of [13] we
construct an Ito^ integral in this setup. This integral is, obviously closely related
to the divergence constructed in Section 2, but we do not follow this path. As
an application we present a dimension-free Girsanov theorem in this setup.
There are many extensions to the Girsanov theorem (even in the Wiener con-
text, without going over to the martingale extension, cf., e.g, [7, 10]), however
ours seems simple and natural in the sense that it is more adaptable to the prac-
tical applications. Section 4 also includes a dimension-free version of the well-
known result on the representation of Brownian functionals as stochastic
integrals.
2. A FORMULATION OF THE MALLIAVIN CALCULUS
IN AN-EXTENDED SETUP
Let (0, F, P) be a general probability space whose generic point will be
denoted by %.
Definition 2.1. Let W be a separable Banach space: Let w: 0  W be a
zero-mean non-degenerate Gaussian random variable, in the sense that
P[w # O]>0 for any open subset O of W. Let H be the reproducing kernel
Hilbert space associated. The triple (W, w(%), H&H$) will be called an abstract
Wiener process on (0, F, P).
Remark. Note that H is dense in W.
We start with the following class of simple random variables.
Definition 2.2. Let (0, F, P) be a probability space and (W, w(%), H) an
abstract Wiener process on it. Let Fw denote the subsigma field of F generated
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by the random variables [% [ (e, w(%)): e # W*] and let G denote a subsigma
algebra of F which is independent of Fw .
(a) A random variable f: 0 R we will be called simple if it of the form
f(%)=m[((e1 , w(%)), ..., (en , w(%)) ); (’1(%), ..., ’k(%))],
where ei # W* are assumed (without loss of generality) to be orthonormal when
they are injected into H, the Rk-valued random variable (’1 , ..., ’k) is G
measurable and m: Rn+k  R is a smooth function.
(b) Let X be a separable Hilbert space, an X-valued random variable ,
is called simple if for some M<
.(%)= :
M
j=1
fj(%) xj , xj # X,
where the random variables fj are simple.
For the simple random variables defined above we define the basic operations
of the Malliavin calculus.
Definition 2.3. (a) Let f be simple, the gradient of f, denoted { f is
defined as the H-valued
{ f= :
n
i=1
im((en , w); ’1 , ..., ’k) } e~ i ,
where e~ denotes1 the image of e # W* in H. If , is a vector-valued simple
function as in Definition 2.2 then
{ .= :
M
j=1
:
n
i=1
imjxj ei .
(b) For h # H, since W* is dense in H, there exists some (hn , n # N)/W*
converging to h in H. We denote the L2-limit of ((hn , w), n # N) by $h. If . is
a simple H-valued random variable of the form .=j fjej , then the divergence
$ . is defined as
$ .(%)= :
M
j=1
[ fj(%) $ej&({ fj , ej)H].
The basic identities for this naive model are as follows:
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1 In the sequel, as long as there is no confusion, we shall omit this distinction.
Lemma 2.1. Let f be real valued and let . and  be H-valued simple random
variables.
(:) Then
$ ( f.)= f$ .&({ f, .)H . (2.1)
(;) For h # H
{ h$ .=(., h)H+$ ({ h.).
(#) Then
E[$ . | G]=0. (2.2)
(#$) Applying (2.2) to (2.1) yields the conditional integration by parts
formula
E( f$ . | G)=E(({ f, .)H | G). (2.3)
($) Then
E[$ .(%) } $ (%) | G]=E[(.(%), (%))H | G]+E[trace[{ . } ({ )] | G].
Proof. Parts (:) and (;) follow from the definitions. Part (#) follows from
a finite dimensional calculation which follows along the same lines as in the case
where G is trivial. In order to prove ($), note that by (#$) and (;)
E[$ . } $  | G]=E[(., { $ )H | G]
=E[(., )H | G]+E[(., $ ({ .))H | G]. (2.4)
Now, for .=i fiei and = fjej , ei # H, and the ei are orthonormal,
E[(., $ ({ .))H | G]=E _:i fi$ { ei | G&
=E _:i ({ fi , { ei )H | G&
=E _:i, j j fi i fj | G&
=trace E[{ . } {  | G] (2.5)
and ($) follows from (2.4) and (2.5). K
The Sobolev spaces closure of simple random variables follows along the
same lines as in the classical case and therefore the details are omitted.
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Define D p, k(X), p>1, k # N to be the collection of .(%) such that there
exist a sequence or simple X-valued random variables (., i # N) which con-
verges to . in L p(X) and the sequence ({ r.i , i # N) is Cauchy in
L p(XH r) for all 1rk. An H-valued random variable u will be said
to be in the p-domain of $ ( p>1), if for any f # D q, 1 ,
E[({ f, u)H]cp(u) & f &Lq ,
where q&1+ p&1=1. Then $ u is well-defined by HahnBanach theorem
and the results of Lemma 2.1 hold.
Remark. Recall the integration by parts formula of the partial
Malliavin calculus: assume that (W, H, +) is an abstract Wiener space. Let
K=[K(w), w # W] be a, possibly random, collection of closed linear sub-
spaces of H with a measurable projection [?(w), w # 0] on H. The partial
gradient {K and divergence $K operators are defined as follows (cf. [8]
and the references therein). For a random variable f satisfying some
smoothness condition set {Kf =?(w) {f and this can be shown to yield
({Kf, h)H=lim (1=)( f (w+=?(w) h)& f (w)) as =  0. For an H-valued
random variable u such that w  ?(w) u is in the domain of $, one defines
$K u=$(?(w) u(w)). These definitions imply the integration by parts for-
mula
E[ f$Ku]=E[({K f, u)H]. (2.6)
Remark. A similar formula under the conditional expectations with
respect to sigma-fields generated by smooth random variables holds:
assume that H is a sigma field generated by a sequence of smooth random
variables (gi , i # N). Set K(w) to be the orthogonal complement to the span
of [{gi (w), i1]. Then ?(w) {g i=0 for any i1 Then it is easy to see
that for F # Dp, 1 and u # Dom $K (cf. Proposition 3.4 of [8])
E[(u, {Kf )H | H]=E[ f } $K u | H]. (2.7)
3. SOME APPLICATIONS
Application A
Following the notation and definitions of the previous section, let G be
a subsigma field of F which is independent of Fw . Set
y(%)=w(%)+u(w(%), m(%)), (3.1)
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where m is a G measurable random variable taking values in some
separable Hilbert space G and u( } , } ) is an H-valued measurable function
on (W_G). Let + denote the Wiener measure on W, +y will denote the
measure induced on W by y( } ). As a first application we want to consider
conditions for equivalence of the measures + and +y and the corresponding
RadonNikodym derivative. As a motivation to this problem we may con-
sider w(%) to be ‘‘noise,’’ m(%) represents a ‘‘transmitted message,’’ and y(%)
represents the ‘‘received message.’’ Assume that u( } , 0)=0. In order to
decide whether the received message is just noise ( y=w) or y=w+
u(w,m), the RadonNikodym derivative d+y d+ is needed. This problem
has already been treated in the literature for the case where there is an
underlying filtration and u is a non-anticipative function of w and m
(cf., e.g., [4, 5, 9] or Section 2.3 of [1]). It is always possible to introduce
a filtration in this setup but in general u( } , } ) may not be adapted therefore
the anticipative case cannot be reduced always to the non-anticipative case.
In order to proceed we make the following assumptions for almost all m
in G:
(i) For almost all every m # G, u(w, m) is in (H&C1) loc (recall that
 is said to be in (H&C1) loc) if there exists a positive random variable r
such that the map h  (w+h) is continuously Fre chet differentiable on
[h # H: |h|<r(w)] and the set Q=[w: r(w)>0] is of full +w-measure. In
our case the set Q may depend on m, and we suppose that +w(Q(m))=1
for almost all m.
(ii) For almost all m, det2(IH+{ u(w, m)){0 +w -almost surely,
where det2 denotes the Carleman Fredholm determinant.
(iii) Let y=Tmw (i.e., Tmw=w+u(w, m)), then for almost every m,
the transformation Tm is invertible, i.e., there exists a measurable map Sm
on W such that
+w[w: Sm b Tm w=Tm b Sm w=w]=1.
Theorem 3.1. Let Fy denote the subsigma field induced by y as defined
by (3.1) and assume that (i)(iii) are satisfied then +y t+. Moreover, setting
4(%)=det2[IH+{ u(w(%), m(%))]
_exp[&$ u(w(%), m(%))& 12 |u(w(%), m(%))|
2
H] (3.2)
then
d+y
d+
(\)=[EP[|4(%)| | Fy](\)]&1 (3.3)
where Ep denotes expectation with respect to the P measure.
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Proof. By our assumptions, it follows from Proposition 6.5 of [14] and
the remark following the proof of this proposition, or Theorem 4.5 or
Theorem 3.5.8 of [1] that
EP[ |4(%)| | G]=1.
Let Q denote the probability measure
Q(A)=|
A
|4(%)| P(d%), A # F.
Then the measures Q and P are equivalent. Moreover, it follows from the
references quoted above that for all m in G, the image of Q under the map-
ping %  Tmw(%)=w(%)+u(w(%), m(%))= y(%) is equal to the Wiener
measure. Denote by y*P the law of y under P and by y*Q the law of y
under Q. Then y*Q is the Wiener measure, while the law y*P is +y .
Therefore
d+
d+y
(\)=EP[|4| | Fy](\)
and (3.3) follows. K
Application B
Here the notations and hypothesis are the same as in the preceding
application. Let u: W_G  H be a Borel measurable function. Let
% [ y(%) be a W-valued random variable satisfying the equation
y(%)=w(%)+u( y(%), m(%)). (3.4)
The problem here is to derive the least square estimate to some functional
of y and m, say f ( y, m), given ‘‘the measurement’’ y. The problem is there-
fore to find EP[ f ( y, m) | Fy] where EP denotes (conditional) expectation
with respect to the probability P as before. We may assume, without loss
of generality that % is representable as the ordered pair %=(w, m).
In this section we will apply arguments similar to those used in the non-
anticipative setup of non-linear filtering to Girsanov-like results for the
anticipative case. This will yield the following extension of the Kallianpur
Striebel formula.
Theorem 3.2. Let &u satisfy again the conditions (i)(iii) of Applica-
tion A and let *(w, m) denote
*(w, m)=det2(IH&{ u(w, m)) exp[+$ u(w, m)& 12 |u(w, m)|
2
H]. (3.5)
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+m will denote the measure induced by the random variable m on G and P0
will denote the product measure of + and +m of W_G. Then, denoting E0 the
expectation with respect to P0 ,
EP[ f ( y, m) | Fy]|y=\=
E0[|*(w, m)| } f (w, m) | Fw]|w=\
E0[|*(w, m)| | Fw]w=\
, (3.6)
where \ is a generic point in the Banach space W, i.e.,
EP[ f ( y, m) | Fy]|y=\=
G |*(\, m)| f (\, m) +m(dm)
G |*(\, m)| +m(dm)
. (3.7)
Proof. As in the proof of Application A
E0[ |*(w, m)| | G]=1 a.s. P0 (3.8)
hence E0[|*|]=1. Let Q denote the probability measure
Q(A)=|
A
|*(w, m)| P0(dw, dm). (3.9)
Note that under the probability Q, the random variable z=w&u(w, m) is
an abstract Wiener process, and also, by independence, for fixed m, w 
z(w, m) is an abstract Wiener process under the measure |*(w, m)| +(dw).
Moreover by (3.8) and (3.9) the restriction of Q to G is +m . It follows that
m and z are independent under Q since
EQ[,(w&u(w, m)) (m)]=E0[|*(w, m)| ,(w&u(w, m)) (m)]
=E0[E0[ |*(w, m)| ,(w&u(w, m)) | G] (m)]
=EQ[,(z)] EQ[(m)].
Therefore the law of ( y, m) under P is the same as that for (w, m) under
Q. Consequently
EP[ f ( y, m) | Fy]| y=\ =EQ[ f (w, m) | Fw]|w=\
=
E0[|*| f | Fw]|w=\
E0[ |*| | Fw]|w=\
. K
4. THE ITO CALCULUS IN AN EXTENDED SETUP
Let [Ft , t # [0, 1]] be a completed, continuous filtration on the prob-
ability space (0, F, P). Suppose that V is a separable Banach space and
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v: 0  V be a centered, non-degenerate, Gaussian random variable defined
on (0, F, P). Denote its reproducing kernel Hilbert, space by H=H*.
Then (V, H, v*P) is an abstract Wiener space, and H is the Cameron
Martin space. Note that, by the assumption H=H*, V* injects con-
tinuously into H, as long as there is no confusion, we continue to denote
the image of the elements of V* under this injection, with the same nota-
tions. Let us recall that the mapping # [ (#, v(|)) as a map from V* into
L2(P) extends continuously to H and we shall denote it by h [ $vh. In fact
this map extends to all the H-valued, _(v)-measurable elements of
p>1 L p(P), and is just the divergence operator. Let us choose a con-
tinuous and strictly monotone resolution of identity on H, denoted by
[?t , t # [0, 1]]. We will use F. and ?. to denote [Ft , t # [0, 1]] and
[?t , t # [0, 1]], respectively. The continuity of F. and the continuity and
strict monotonicity of ?. will be assumed throughout this section.
Definition 4.1. Let v: 0  V, F. and ?. be as specified above. Then
the triple (v, H, ?.) will be called an adapted abstract Wiener process on
(0, F, F., P) if for every e # V*, (v, ?.e) =$v(? .e) is and F. martingale.
Note that if (v, H, ?.) is an adapted abstract Wiener process on
(0, F, F., P) then for every h # H, ($v?th, Ft , t # [0, 1]) is a Gaussian
martingale with (usually non-homogeneous) independent increments, and
the associated increasing process of this martingale is ($v ? .h) t=|?th| 2H .
Let \({)=inf(’: |?’h| 2H={) and set W{=$v(?\({)h), then by P. Le vy’s
characterization theorem, (W{ , 0{|h| 2H) is a standard Brownian
motion. Therefore the sample functions of $v? .h are P-almost surely con-
tinuous. In fact, using the Ito^ formula, it is easy to see that the increments
$v(?th)&$v(?sh) are also independent of Fs .
Definition 4.2. Let u be an H-valued random variable and (0, F,
F., P) a filtered probability space, u will be said to be adapted to F. if for
every h # H and every t # [0, 1], (?t u, h)H is Ft-measurable.
In order to proceed further, a few facts have to be mentioned regarding
the integration of scalar valued functions on [0, 1] with respect to a vector
valued measure (cf. the Bartle integral in [2] or [3, pp. 318328] or just
recall the projection valued measure in spectral theory). Let ?. be a resolu-
tion of the identity on a separable Hilbert space H, and let  be a (non-
random) element in H. Set
&((a, b])=(?b&?a) , 0ab1.
Then (a, b] [ v((a, b]) can be extended to a countably additive set function
&(E) on all Borel subsets of [0, 1]. The extension of ? is not of bounded
variation but is of bounded semi-variation and it is weakly countably
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additive in the sense that for any sequence of disjoint measurable subsets
(Ei , i # N) of [0, 1] and any , e # H
:

i=1
(e, &(Ei))H=\e, & \.

i=1
Ei++H .
Hence, by the Pettis theorem, & is countably additive and every bounded
Borel measurable function f on [0, 1] is & -integrable in the sense that
there exists a sequence of simple functions ( fn , n # N) converging to f out-
side a &-null set (which is a set on which the semi-variation of ?
vanishes) and 10 fn(s) d&(s) converges in the H-norm. This limit is denoted
as
|
1
0
f (s) d?s 
and
} |
1
0
f (s) d?s  }
2
H
=|
1
0
f 2(s) d(?s, )H . (4.1)
Let us outline briefly, in the frame of abstract Wiener process, the construc-
tion of the Ito^ stochastic integral for F.-adapted processes: We shall say
that an adapted, H-valued random variable is simple if it is of the form
u(|)= :
n&1
i=1
: i(w)(?ti+1 hi&?ti hi),
where :i # L2(Fti), h i # H and 0=t1< } } } <tn=1. For such u, define the
Ito^ integral
$$vu= :
n&1
i=1
:i ($v?ti+1h i&$v?ti hi).
Note that
E[|$$vu|2]=E _ :
n&1
i=1
:2i |?ti+1 hi&?ti hi |
2
H&
=E |
1
0
d(?su, u)H
=E[|u| 2H].
Hence $$v has an isometric extension to the completion of simple F.-adapted
processes with respect to L2(+, H)-norm. To see that this class is large
enough, it suffices to show that the set of F.-adapted simple process are
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dense in the space of adapted, square integrable processes. Suppose that
v # L2(+, H) is adapted and it is orthogonal to simple, adapted processes.
Then a simple calculation shows that, for any h # H, t [ (?tv, h)H is a con-
tinuous, martingale, since it is also of finite variation, we should have
(?t v, h)H=(?0 v, h)=0 almost surely. Hence (v, h)H=limt  1(?t v, h)H=0
almost surely for any h # H.
Remark. Note that using the stopping arguments we can extend the
domain of $$v to larger classes of adapted H-valued random variables. In
fact let L2loc(P, H) be the set of adapted H-valued random variables, such
that for any u in it, there exists a sequence of F.-stopping times ({n , n # N)
increasing to one, with E[ |?{n u|
2
H]< for each n # N. Then it is easy to
see that
lim
n  
$$v(?{n u)
exists almost surely and the limit is independent of the choice of ({n , n # N).
We shall denote the corresponding random variable again by $$vu.
The following result is now almost trivial:
Corollary 4.1. Let u # L2loc(P, H), then the stochastic process
(t, |) [ $$v(?tu)(|)=mt(|)
is a continuous local martingale, whose associated increasing process is given
by
(m, m) t=|?t u| 2H .
The following associativity result is useful in the calculations:
Lemma 4.1. Let (v, H, ?) be an adapted abstract Wiener process based
on the filtered probability space (0, F, F., P) and let m=(mt , t # [0, 1]) be
the local martingale defined by mt=$$v(?tu), for u # L2loc(P, H). Suppose
that (Ks , s # [0, 1]) is a real-valued measurable, adapted random function
satisfying
|
1
0
K 2s d(?su, u)<,
almost surely. Then
|
t
0
Ks dms=$$v(?t ’), (4.2)
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where
’(w)=|
1
0
Ks(w) d?su(w)
and the right hand side of the last equation is the integral of K with respect
to the vector valued measure ds(? .u) as explained above.
Proof. Equation (4.2) holds for the case where K is simple and the
result follows by approximating K by simple adapted functions. K
4.1. Applications
The main problem to be considered in this section is as follows. Let
(v, H, ?.) be an adapted abstract Wiener process on (0, F, F., P). Let
y(w)=v(w)+u(w),
where u is an F.-adapted H-valued random variable. Denote by + the
measure induced on V by v, i.e., +=v*P and by +y the measure induced
by y, i.e., +y= y*P. This will be the setup for considering the absolute con-
tinuity of the measures induced on V by direct or indirect shifts. We have
the following generalization of the Girsanov theorem.
Theorem 4.1. Let (v, H, ?.) be an abstract Wiener process on
(0, F, F., P), let u be in L2loc(P, H). Assume that
E[exp[$$vu& 12 |u|
2
H]]=1.
Set
dP (w)=exp[$$vu& 12 |u|
2
H] dP(w),
then P tP and (v&u, H, ?.) is an adapted abstract Wiener process on
(0, F, F., P).
Proof. The conclusion that P tP is the same as in the one dimensional
case. To complete the proof we have to show that $v(?t h)&(u, ?th)H is Ft
measurable for any t # [0, 1] and that (v&u, H, ?.) is an adapted abstract
Wiener process on (0, F, P ). The measurability is evident. Moreover, from
the Ito^ formula, for any h # H, ’=($v?th&(u, ?th)H , t # [0, 1]) is a con-
tinuous local martingale under P . Since the quadratic variation of it is the
same as that of $v? .h, it follows by the same arguments as in the remark
following Definition 4.1 that for ever t # [0, 1], ’t is N(0, |?t h| 2H)-Gaussian
random variable under P and therefore (v&u, P , ?.) is an adapted abstract
Wiener process on (0, F, P ). K
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We are also able to extend the well-known result of the representation
of martingales of the Brownian motion as Ito^ integrals to the setup of
abstract Wiener processes.
Theorem 4.2. Let (0, F, F., P) be a probability space endowed with a
filtration and let (v, H, ?.) be an abstract Wiener process on it. Suppose that
F. consists of the filtration generated by [$v(? .e), e # H]. Let (m., F.) be a
local martingale under P, then there exists an adapted H-valued random
variable . in L2loc(P, H) such that
mt=m0+$$v?t ..
Proof. The proof follows along the same lines as in the one dimensional
case cf., e.g., [5]. Assume, first, that m is square integrable, let H denote
the Hilbert space of simple, adapted H-valued random variables equipped
with the scalar product E[(u, v)H]. Let t0=0<t1< } } } <tk=1 be a parti-
tion of [0, 1], set
u=:
k
1
* j (?tj+1&?tj) hj , h j # H,
where the *j are in L2(Ftj). Set
Et(u)=exp[$v?tu& 12 |?tu|
2
H],
then every Ft-measurable L2(0)-random variable is the limit in quadratic
mean of finite sums of the form  :iEt(ui) with u i # H. However,
:
i
:iEt(ui)=:
i
:i+$v \:i |
t
0
Es(ui) d?s ui+
and the result follows from the isometric extension of this representation by
passing to the limit in L2(P). The extension to the local martingales follows
reducing the problem to the L2-case by stopping techniques. K
In order to present the next theorem and corollary, the notion of the
dual predictable projection of H-valued random variables is needed.
Denote by L2a(P, H) the set of H-valued, adapted random variables with
square integrable norm. Under the scalar product (u, v) [ E[(u, v)H],
L2a(P, H) is a closed vector subspace of L
2(P, H), consequently there exists
an orthogonal projection operator from the latter onto the former. For any
u # L2(P, H), we then define its dual predictable projection u^ as the image
of u under this orthogonal projection.
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Theorem 4.3. Let (0, F, F., P) be a filtered probability space, let
(v, H, ?.) be an adapted abstract Wiener process and let  be an adapted
H-valued random variable. Define
y(w)=v(w)+(w),
and assume that E || 2H<. Denote by G. the filtration induced by y,
Gt=_[ yt(h)=$v?t h+(?th, )H ; h # H]
and let  denote the dual predictable projection of  with respect to the
filtration G. . Then (v+(& ), H, ?.) is an adapted abstract Wiener process
on (0, F, G .P).
As a corollary to this result we have
Corollary 4.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.3 and further
assuming that
E[exp(&$$v & 12 | |
2
H)]=1,
then +y t+ and
d+y
d+
(!)=exp[($$v )(!)& 12 | (!)|
2
H].
These results follow along the lines as the one-dimensional case, cf., e.g.,
[1, 5] for details.
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